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Spelling Matrix Explained
-Parts of Speech Sort: Sort the spelling words according to part of speech

(ie: noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.).

-Spelling Word Story: Write a story using all of the spelling words.

-Alphabetical Order: Write the spelling words in alphabetical order.

-Syllable Sort: Sort the spelling words according to number of syllables.

-Shortest to Longest: Write the spelling words in order of shortest to longest word.

-Antonyms: Write an antonym for each spelling word.

-Word Pictures: Draw a picture to represent each spelling word.

-Word Categories: Sort the spelling words into categories- you decide the
categories.

-Cross Words: Connect the spelling words like a crossword puzzle.

-Spelling Word Sentences: Write a sentence using each spelling word.

-Synonyms: Write a synonym for each spelling word.

-Pyramid Spelling: Write each spelling word in the form of a pyramid.  Start with
the fi rst letter on top.

-Rainbow Words: Write each spelling word using a di fferent color for each letter.

-Highlight Vowels: Write each spelling word, and highlight the vowels in each word.

-Word Art: Write each spelling word in a creative/artistic way.
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YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN 
THESE ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:

CLIP ART & GRAPHICS CREDITS:
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